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"Otterly" Amazing

Boy Wonder Pianist

Captured in Halibut Cove, Alaska, an otter
being chased by an orca narrowly escapes by
jumping onto a boat.

This 9-year-old boy skipped ahead to the 8th
grade, and is also years ahead of his time
when it comes to piano playing.

House Beautiful

Dictionary

Smithsonian

Want to make your house
more beautiful? Check out
design school articles, videos
of home tours, and more.
Learn more...

This site is the definition of
helpful. It includes a word of
the day, new and trending
words, and an emoji
dictionary.
Learn more...

From the comfort of your
couch, enjoy virtual tours of a
variety of exhibits at the
National Museum of Natural
History.
Learn more...

Creamy Corn Casserole

Decorative Pie Crusts

The Pioneer Woman, Ree Drummond, shares
her family's recipe for this delicious corn dish
with two kinds of peppers.

This video demonstrates many ways to
enhance a pie, ranging from braided edges to
top crusts with snowflakes.

Joyful Gerenuk

Exercise Benefits Your Brain

This orphaned gerenuk (also known as a
giraffe gazelle) was rehabilitated and
successfully returned to the wild.

A neuroscientist explains why even a
moderate amount of exercise can improve
your focus and your mood.

OmbrÃ© Painting Technique

Faux Fur Throw Blanket

Have an old dresser? Take it from drab to fab
with this multi-shade ombrÃ© look that uses
white paint plus one color.

Go wild with your dÃ©cor and add cozy
warmth with this faux fur throw blanket that
requires only basic sewing skills.
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